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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Respondents James J. Breheny and Wildlife Conservation Society 

(“Respondents”) submit this brief in opposition to the briefs submitted by amici 

curiae Laurence H. Tribe, Sherry F. Colb, and Michael C. Dorf (collectively,      

“Tribe amici”) and Vens. Mahinda Deegalle, Aluthgama Chandananda, and 

Bhante Soorakkulame Pemaratana (collectively, “Buddhist amici”).1 

These two amici groups voicing support for NRP follow the pattern 

set by the first eight.  Neither group has a vested interest in the issue of “animal 

personhood,” but merely share their personal disapproval of how New York 

law works.  Based on moral objections, Tribe amici claim that denying the right 

of habeas corpus to animals “merely” because they are not human is a 

“shameful” reminder of racial and gender discrimination, yet make no attempt 

to connect the radical notion of “animal personhood” to the Constitutional 

doctrines that vindicated the rights of women, abolished slavery, and 

guaranteed equal protection for every person under the law.  Tribe Br. pp. 9, 

19-20.  The result is a free-floating opinion unmoored from any basis in 

positive law.  It is nothing more than a legislative proposal. 

 
1 The amicus briefs of Tribe amici (dated October 22, 2021) and Buddhist amici (dated 

October 7, 2021) are cited as “Tribe Br., p. __” and “Buddhist Br., p. __,” respectively. 
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Buddhist amici also present no law, no standard, and no legal basis 

for using habeas corpus as an animal resettlement device.  In fact, they 

acknowledge that Buddhism “does not differentiate between human and non-

human beings” at all, and charge the Court with a “moral obligation” to act 

accordingly on this appeal.  Buddhist Br. pp. 8-9.  Again, the subjective moral 

or religious convictions of any one group are not grounds to reject settled law, 

particularly when that law reflects the most basic distinction between “person” 

and “animal.” 

These ill-defined “interests” predict the arguments that follow.  

Abandoning humanity for the invisible threshold for “autonomous animals”—

or all “sentient beings” as the Buddhist amici would have it—would amount to 

a legal free-for-all.  Yet these amici groups present only their dissatisfaction 

with the way our legal system works, without a coherent proposal for how it 

should.  They provide a profound confirmation that this appeal presents a 

legislative proposal that has no place in Court. 

ARGUMENT 

POINT I 

A. Amici misstate precedent to support their arguments for rejecting 

precedent 

Tribe amici argue this Court should “reject recent precedent” 

because the decision of the Appellate Division, Third Department in Lavery I—
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which held chimpanzees cannot petition for a writ of habeas corpus—“was 

wrong.”  Tribe Br. p. 2.  In support, amici argue the Third Department 

“counterfactually” held that legal rights require the capacity for “social duties 

and responsibilities,” and that “only humans and all humans possess” that 

capacity.  Id., p. 2 (citing Lavery I, 124 A.D.3d 148, 150-53) (emphasis added) 

(internal quotation marks omitted).  According to amici, this must be wrong 

because disabled humans have diminished capacity for legal responsibility, but 

are still “persons” under law.  Id., p. 5. 

But the Third Department did not say what amici condemn.  On 

the contrary, the Third Department was quite clear on this point, stating that 

while “some humans are less able to bear legal duties or responsibilities than 

others,” this fact “do[es] not alter our analysis, as it is undeniable that, 

collectively, human beings possess the unique ability to bear legal 

responsibility.”  Lavery I, 124 A.D.3d 148, 152 n.3 (3d Dep’t 2014) (emphasis 

added).  Tribe amici reimagine this holding to suit their argument, claiming 

that under Lavery I, Respondents “would exclude” from personhood “those 

whom our culture universally regards as legal persons,” such as “infants, 

young children, and adults suffering from dementia.”  Tribe Br., p. 14.  The 

Appellate Division repudiated that notion (124 A.D.3d at 152 n.3), because 

courts do not review “candidates for personhood” (Tribe Br., p. 4) on a case-
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by-case basis, or dole out rights by judging individual virtue.  Rather, the 

fundamental fact of humanity alone entitles any person to petition for habeas 

corpus relief, regardless of their “present capacity.”2 Id., p. 5.  Rejecting the 

simple threshold of “humanity” for “autonomy,” as NRP proposes, would 

jeopardize the very lives of the most vulnerable human populations. 

In fact, in an analysis of the Constitution as applied to animal 

rights, amicus author Lawrence Tribe criticized NRP for this exact reason.  He 

observed, “if your theory is that simply being human cannot entitle you to 

basic rights . . . I think you are on an awfully steep and slippery slope that we 

would do well to avoid,” as “the possibilities are genocidal and horrific and 

reminiscent of slavery and of the holocaust.” Laurence H. Tribe, Ten Lessons 

Our Constitutional Experience Can Teach us About the Puzzle of Animal Rights: The 

Work of Steven M. Wise, 7 Animal L. 1, 7 (2001).  Tribe amici only exacerbate 

this danger by standing with NRP on that slope—which is as steep and slick as 

ever—without offering a fix for NRP’s dystopian measure of a person. 

As Respondents’ initial brief3 analyzed at length, human dignity is 

central in American law.  Resp. Br., pp. 6, 26-28.  Tribe amici do not confront 

 
2 Tribe amici misstate the holding in Lavery I again by describing its “fundamentally flawed 

definition of personhood, which turns on an entity’s present capacity to bear ‘both rights 

and duties.’”  Tribe Br., p. 5 (citing Lavery I, 124 A.D.3d at 151-52) (emphasis added) 
3 Brief for Respondents-Respondents James J. Breheny and Wildlife Conservation Society, 

dated August 20, 2021 (“Resp. Br.”). 
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this settled principle or address the authority in Respondents’ brief.  

Nonetheless, they wave-off “mere” humanity as an “arbitrary” distinction, and 

suggest that denying elephants the right to habeas corpus “solely because” they 

are animals is a “stark and sad reminder” of human racial discrimination.  

Tribe Br., p. 19.  This comparison literally dehumanizes the populations who 

NRP has tried to align itself with, and is completely detached from the 

constitutional amendments that erased slavery from American law.  For 

example, when an animal rights group sued Sea World for “enslaving” orca 

whales, the federal district Court explained that the Thirteenth Amendment 

was “a grand yet simple declaration of personal freedom of all the human 

race.”  Tilikum ex rel. PETA, Inc. v. Sea World Parks & Enter., 842 F. Supp. 2d 

1259, 1263 (S.D. Cal. 2012) (emphasis added) (quoting Slaughterhouse Cases, 83 

U.S. 36, 69 (1872).  As such, the Court concluded the Thirteenth Amendment 

“applies only to humans and therefore affords no redress for Plaintiffs’ 

grievances.”  Tilikum, 842 F. Supp. 2d at 1262. 

Indeed, as Professor Tribe himself explained, basing legal 

personhood on humanity is not “some form of species megalomania or of 

group think.  That’s the way our legal system works,” and “to break through 

that barrier and argue that rights shouldn’t stop there, I think we need a better 

reason than the proposition that deciding things based on the group you belong 
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to automatically violates a basic axiom of our legal system.”  Tribe, Ten 

Lessons, 7 Animal L. at 7 (emphasis added).  Yet no “better reason” is given in 

amici’s brief.  Rather, Tribe amici address this contradiction only by claiming 

that “all three amici, and the NhRP, have always argued that autonomy is 

sufficient but by no means necessary” to petition for a writ of habeas corpus.  

Tribe Br. p. 10, n.16.  But it was precisely this fragile, outcome-based logic—

i.e., to “treat [the granting of rights] as a mere matter of grace or optional 

beneficence whenever a simulacrum of such rights is awarded as a privilege to 

human beings . . . like infants or the severely mentally retarded”—that 

Professor Tribe explained would make it “entirely permissible not to award 

those basic legal protections” to such humans.  Ten Lessons, 7 Animal L. at 7 

(emphasis in original).  There is no such frailty in the simple but firm principle 

that a person is nothing more or less than a human, period.4 

Buddhist amici also present a purely subjective argument.  In their 

view, “all beings are equal and indistinguishable in their essential nature,” and 

therefore, they believe elephants should not be in zoos.  Buddhist Br. pp. 3, 7-

 
4 Equally untenable is the notion that non-human animals which do not possess 

“autonomy” might also be entitled to habeas corpus rights.  Such an outcome is not 
specifically promoted by NRP or by the Tribe amici but it follows from their logic that if 

such rights belong to non-autonomous humans, then the same rights should be accorded to 
non-autonomous non-humans.  This brings NRP and the Tribe amici fully in line with the 

Buddhist amici. that all sentient beings are entitled to habeas corpus rights. 
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9.  But the same does not follow here.  New York law does treat humans and 

animals differently, and the Buddhist authors rightly acknowledge that their 

view of literal equality for all beings is an outlier.  Id.,  pp. 7-8.  Again, this 

highlights the many viewpoints not before this Court, all of which should be 

considered if this State redefines what a person is.5  For this reason among 

others, “whether and how to integrate other species into legal constructs 

designed for humans is a matter better suited to the legislative process.”  

Nonhuman Rights Project, Inc. v. Breheny, 189 A.D.3d 583 (1st Dep’t 2020).  

B. Amici fail to present any viable framework for deeming any animal a 

“legal person” 

Between them, amici claim that constitutional law provides a 

“useful window” for the Court on this appeal (Tribe Br., p. 20), and that 

“Buddhist teachings” should guide the Court’s analysis (Buddhist Br., p. 9).  

But neither brief explains how this Court should judge whether an elephant is  

“autonomous,” let alone the standard for future animal-litigants who might 

petition for less restrictive living conditions.  Once again, this underscores a 

complete failure by NRP—and the ten amici it has now supported 

 
5 This point is reinforced by the reference to Jainism in the Buddhist amici brief.  Jainism, 

the authors acknowledge, shares some ideas similar to Buddhism but offers an even more 

extreme view of the moral order of the universe.  As the Buddhist amici explain, adherents 

of Jainism hold that even plants should be treated as sentient beings, making no distinction 

between humans, non-human animals and plants.  Buddhist Br., p. 3.   
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financially—to present any coherent framework to replace the legal system 

they criticize so vigorously. 

1. Tribe amici allude to constitutional jurisprudence but fail to 

identify any specific constitutional provision that supports 

granting habeas corpus rights to animals 

The Tribe amici suggest that constitutional jurisprudence provides 

a “useful window” here.  Tribe Br., p. 20.  They do not claim any 

constitutional right has been violated, however, nor do they suggest that the 

Bill of Rights applies to any animal.  Instead, just as NRP did, Tribe amici 

incant the words “equality” and “liberty,” but are careful not to invoke the 

doctrines that enshrine those principles in positive law.  This is because NRP’s 

petition would fail under equal protection and substantive due process,6 i.e., the 

explicit grounds applied by the Courts in the decisions that amici cite.  Tribe 

Br., pp. 20-22 (citing Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620 (1996) and Lawrence v. Texas, 

539 U.S. 558 (2003)). 

Tribe amici suggest the “spirit” of those decisions still supports 

NRP’s appeal, claiming “species” is no less arbitrary a distinction than “race” 

or “gender.”  Again, the Supreme Court did not invent constitutional doctrines 

 
6 Respondents’ brief addressed these issues, explaining that NRP’s petition does not assert a 

claim under the Constitution, and that settled Constitutional jurisprudence would defeat 
any alleged violation of the equal protection clause or substantive due process rights under 

the Fourteenth Amendment.  See Respondents’ Brief, pp. 47-49, nn.13-14. 
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ad-hoc to vindicate the rights of these groups, but enforced the constitutional 

rights of human litigants under settled principles of law.  Amici add “species” 

to the narrow list of “race, gender, national origin, [and] religion” as though it 

were interchangeable, without the Constitutional anchor that was decisive in 

the cases they cite to. Tribe Br. pp. 20-22.  This is legally fatal. 

The First Department decision in Lavery II is consistent with these 

constitutional principles, as it reaffirmed the inherent right to habeas corpus for 

all “members of the human community.”  152 A.D.3d 73.  The Tribe amici 

claim this is untenable because it is a “wholly question-begging non-test test.”  

Tribe Br. p. 17.  First, the essential dignity of all human beings is a core 

principle that does not “beg questions;” it leaves no doubt of who can petition 

for habeas corpus: any person illegally detained.  NRP would shatter that 

principle by declaring that being a “person” actually has nothing to do with 

being human, yet amici offer no answers to the many questions that ruling 

would raise.  And while they complain that the Court applied a “non-test” in 

Lavery II, Tribe amici are silent on what standard this Court should apply, 

whether to decide which animals are “autonomous” enough to be persons, if 

that determination would apply to a single animal or an entire species, or if just 

NRP, appointed guardians, or any person could petition in the name of any 

animal who is not, in their view, fulfilling its potential for an autonomous life. 
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2. Buddhist amici present a religious justification for granting 

habeas corpus to animals without any reference to New York 

law or any legal principle 

The Buddhist authors take a more direct route by ignoring New 

York law completely, explaining that under teachings of reincarnation and 

non-violence, the Buddhist philosophy “equates all animal life, whether 

human or non-human, as sentient life.”  Buddhist Br., p. 5.   Therefore, the 

authors posit a “moral responsibility” to remove Happy from the Bronx Zoo.  

Id. p. 9.  This answers one question that NRP has been careful to avoid: if an 

elephant is a legal “person,” where do you draw the line for other animals?  

Buddhist amici answer simply: you do not.  In their view, no animal should be 

in a zoo (or presumably, on a farm), and these authors see a moral imperative 

to make it so.  But even if one accepted religious doctrine as a sufficient 

“why,” Buddhist amici say nothing whatsoever of “how.”  That is, like all amici 

supporting NRP (and NRP itself), the authors voice personal disapproval for 

treating animals differently than humans, without so much as a guess at how 

we might administer their hypothetical world of habeas corpus for all “sentient 

beings,” let alone the implications for those who are not devout Buddhists.  

In contrast, the amici supporting Respondents’ position do not 

have the luxury of ignoring consequences.  Unlike NRP’s coalition, these amici 

represent farmers, zoos, aquariums, universities, conservationists, and 
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veterinarians,7 all of whom serve the public and provide benefits to the health, 

education and nutritional well-being of humans.  In this way, they have a 

discrete interest in the outcome of this appeal and are not merely trumpeting 

their own view of right and wrong.  They share the fundamental assumption 

that they are, and will remain, responsible for the humane treatment of the 

animals in their custody.  And they understandably fear that assumption 

would not be safe if NRP (or anyone else) could bring them to Court for 

restricting the autonomy of the animals in their care. 

These stakeholders bespeak countless others who will not be heard 

on this appeal yet do not share amici’s view that there is nothing particularly 

important about being human.  The contrast reveals once again that this Court 

is not, as NRP argues, “only being asked to recognize one right for Happy.” 

NRP App. Br. p. 17.  Rather, as the Appellate Court of Connecticut observed, 

this case “is more than what [NRP] purports it to be.  Not only would this case 

require us to recognize elephants as legal ‘persons’ for purposes of habeas 

corpus, this recognition would essentially require us to upend this state’s legal 

 
7 See Brief of Protect the Harvest, Alliance of Marine Mammal Parks & Aquariums, Animal 

Agricultural Alliance, and the Feline Conservation Society, dated July 26, 2021, pp. 1-4; 
Brief of American Veterinary Medical Association, New York State Veterinary Medical 

Society, and American Association of Veterinary Medical Colleges, dated September 24, 
2021, pp. 1-4; Brief of the New York Farm Bureau, Northeast Dairy Producers Association, 

Northeast Agribusiness and Feed Alliance, dated October 29, 2021, pp. 7-9. 
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system to allow highly intelligent, if not all, nonhuman animals to bring suit in 

a court of law.”  Nonhuman Rights Project, Inc. v. Commerford & Sons, 192 Conn. 

App. 36, 44 (App. Ct. Conn. 2019), cert. denied 333 Conn. 920 (2019).  For the 

same reasons, the First and Third Departments directed NRP to move its 

efforts to the legislative branch of government, and the First Department 

rightly did so again by affirming dismissal of NRP’s petition.  Amici’s 

unbounded polemic against New York law confirms these decisions were 

correct. 

CONCLUSION 

The Tribe and Buddhist amici groups follow the same tracks laid 

by the NRP-funded amici who came before them.  The opinions they express 

are just that—opinions, arising from subjective viewpoints, detached from the 

law that this Court must apply.  Respondents respectfully submit that these 

submissions reinforce the diversity of such viewpoints on the spectrum of New 

York constituents represented by this State’s political branches of government.  

NRP’s lobbying effort—and those of amici supporting their effort—should be 

directed to those branches, not to this Court. 
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